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Rookery Farm Cheddar: Flavour of Generations

Lovingly hand-crafted following a recipe passed down the generations, so you know it must

be good. Rookery Farm extra mature cheddar is matured for fifteen months inside the

quarry at the heart of our farm to ensure it is packed with vibrant flavour and our signature

Rookery Farm Crunch.

Five Cheesy Romantic Films To Watch This Valentine’s Day

The last thing you need on Valentine’s Day is an argument about what film to watch so let

us help you with five films for any taste.

By Grace Ball

You’ve reached the end of Valentine’s Day. You’ve just had a romantic candle lit

dinner, or perhaps eaten a cheese board, with the one you love. What better way to finish

the day than snuggled up on the sofa watching a film? The only problem is that you can’t

agree which film to pick. Well, you’re in luck as we’ve got a list of the five cheesiest romance

films for you to choose from and enjoy.

Valentine’s Day

Let’s start strong with a film named after, and set on, the very day you’re celebrating.

This film is full of different plots with different characters, from a young boy that wants to

buy flowers for his crush to an elderly couple who might not love each other anymore. These

storylines all intertwine to form one big mass of a film. It’s like the weird cousin of Love
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Actually. You know, the cousin you don’t really want at your wedding but they’re “family.”

That cousin. The actors are well-known (Bradley Cooper, Anne Hathaway, Jamie Foxx) but it

does leave you questioning why they thought this film was ever going to be worth their

time. Valentine’s Day is certainly cheesy and cliché-ridden, but there’s something

entertaining about it nonetheless. Our verdict? So bad it’s actually good.

Groundhog Day

For the less traditional Valentine’s Day celebrators may we present you with

Groundhog Day- a film that is more comedy than romance. Spend a few hours, or maybe a

few months, with Phil, a weatherman stuck reliving the same day over and over again. The

positive of being in a never-ending cycle: you’ve got as many chances as you need to win

over the woman you love. This film is packed with dark humour as well as elements of

slapstick. Are some of the plot points obvious? Yes. Is the ending cheesy? Yes, very. But it

navigates this cheese with such heart and intrigue that it remains a fun film to watch.

P.S. I Love You

Have you ever wondered what would happen if your significant other died but left

you messages to try and help ease the pain and encourage you to start a new life? We’ve all

been there. P.S. I Love You will give you the answers you so desperately crave. Starring Hilary

Swank and Gerard Butler, this film is unsure whether it’s a comedy or a drama. I guess it’s a

dramady. Well, whatever it is, this film is undoubtedly cheesy. It’s a story full of love and

hope with a sickly bittersweet ending. A great choice if you want an emotional rollercoaster

of a Valentine’s Day evening.

Mamma Mia
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A choice for the musical lovers of the group. Mamma Mia is full of cheesy moments,

cheesy songs and cheesy acting. It ticks all the boxes. This film features the songs of ABBA

woven into the story of a young bride who needs to find her father to walk her down the

aisle. A small problem, her father could be one of three men. So, she invites them all.

Without telling her mother. Watch as both the bride and her mother navigate the perils of

new love and old. Another star-studded cast grace this film, Meryl Streep, Colin Firth, Julie

Walters, the list goes on. However, unlike Valentine’s Day, I can see why. Mamma Mia is

joyful. You’ll laugh, you might cry, and you’ll certainly do the little foot tap, head nodding

dance on your sofa. If you enjoyed it, there’s a prequel sequel to watch straight after!

The Notebook

A romance classic that made audiences weep with its timeless cheese-fest of an

ending. Watch as a poor Ryan Gosling falls in love with the rich Rachel McAdams in the

middle of plantation country, North Carolina. But how will their love survive when the class

system and WWII do their best to rip them apart? The Notebook is the marmite of romance

films. Some love this film with the unwavering loyalty of a dog for his master, others cannot

stand the melodramatic clichés that punch you in the face with every new scene. Where do

you fall on The Notebook divide? Valentine’s Day is the perfect time to find out.

So, there you have it, five of the best, or maybe worst, romantic films. You could

choose to laugh, cry or get up and dance. Whether you decide to marathon all of these

suggestions or avoid them entirely, we hope you have a wonderful Valentine’s Day full of

love in all its variations.

This content is sponsored by Rookery Farm Cheddar: Flavour of Generations.
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